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Comments on Draft NUREG-1855 Compiled by EPRI

1) It would be extremely useful if a detailed example or two of applying the process
were included throughout the document or alternatively in a complete fashion as part
of a separate appendix.

2) This is an important document in the overall framework of risk-informed decision-
making. It may be useful to provide a glossary of key terms in order to make it more
self-contained.

3) The document might benefit from some elaboration on the two different types of
assessments that can be used to disposition certain hazards as not "significant to the
decision". One is a screening analysis that shows that the hazard is not a significant
contributor to overall risk. The other type of analysis is a bounding analysis. In this
type of analysis, a simplified, bounding risk calculation can be used to demonstrate
that the change being evaluated does not involve a significant change in risk. This is
the most common approach to dealing with many external events and probably merits
some additional discussion.

4) Another type of analysis that is not well addressed is a detailed PRA that is known to
be conservative. An example of this could be a PRA that only meets Capability
Category I requirements, and can be shown to be conservative. In this case, the PRA
may look a lot more like a realistic PRA, but it does not meet full Capability Category
I or III for realism.

5) The figures in Section 2 are modifications of RG 1.174. Unless the intent to change
RG 1.174 to match these, it would be better to use consistent figures wherever
possible. For example, there doesn't seem to be a need for Figure 2-1 to be different
than Figure 1 of RG 1.174.

6) On Figure 2-1, Principle 4 is called "Risk-informed Analysis". This is not consistent
with RG 1.174. The integrated decision-making process is the "risk-informed"
analysis that includes quantitative risk analysis, defense-in-depth, etc. It is dangerous
to convey that a PRA is "risk-informed". It is only part of a truly risk-informed
analysis.

7) On page 2-3, "Element 2: Identify and assess the applicable existing requirements. A
review will be needed to determine the current requirements that apply to the decision
under consideration. This review must be followed by a determination of the effect of
the decision on these requirements." This seems like circular logic. One must find the
requirements that apply, and then assess the effect of the decision on the
requirements? Perhaps an example would help.

8) On page 2-6, "To make a risk-informed decision, the numerical results of the PRA,
including their associated uncertainty, must be compared with the appropriate
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decision criteria." This is confusing in the context of the parameter uncertainty
discussion since it would seem to indicate that one needs to compare a distribution to
a single-value decision criterion ("bright white line").

9) On page 2-7, "The adoption of a performance monitoring strategy can ensure that the
subsequent observed changes in plant performance are no greater than those assumed
in the risk analysis supporting the change." An example performance monitoring
strategy might be beneficial to include here.

10) The footnote on Page 2-5 provides a poor definition of risk. It should be replaced
with more accepted definition (e.g. as defined in the ASME PRA Standard).

11) In Section 3.1, it would be useful to emphasize the need for realism in PRA, and the
competition that exists between our lack of knowledge driving us to add some
conservatisms vs. the perils of being overly conservative. Achieving the balance of
conservatism and realism is the biggest challenge in doing a risk analysis well.

12) In Section 3.2.1 it might be useful to mention common cause failures and system
dependencies as being key parts of the PRA model structure. The current text puts a
lot of emphasis on random events, but dependencies are the dominant contributors.

The examples at the end of this section could be augmented by other examples from
fire PRAs such as MSOs and cable failures.

13) In Section 3.2.5, the first two sentences seem to attempt to make "summing" and
"aggregation" equivalent. This is inappropriate. Summing is one form of
aggregation. We often will consider the aggregate results without ever summing the
results. For example, when a clearly bounding assessment demonstrates that a certain
contributor is not important, we will not generally "sum" that result with other more
realistic results. There is good reason for this. The rest of the paragraph does a good
job of describing some of the issues to be considered in aggregation. Suggest
rewording the first two sentences as follows:

"For many applications, it is necessary to consider the contributions from many or
all the contributors (hazards, POSs, etc.) to a specific risk metric such as CDF,
LERF, or an importance measure. This has sometimes been referred to as
"aggregation."

14) In Section 3.2.5, there is an implication that conservative bias will be resolved by
Standards and corresponding guidance. This remains to be demonstrated. Current
applications of the fire PRA Standard and NUREG/CR-6850 are having difficulty
achieving realism. Suggest softening this.

15) In Section 3.3.2 under Completeness Uncertainty, there is no discussion of level of
detail. Depending on the application, model simplifications can be contributors to
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completeness uncertainty. Examples might include some failures of passive SSCs or
other certain catastrophic failure modes.

16) On page 4-9, "Finally, the top-level results, such as CDF and LERF, including their
assessed uncertainties, can be compared against acceptance guidelines to use these
risk metrics for decision making." Will the acceptance guidelines also contain
uncertainty bands, or will they be in effect bright white lines?

17) On page 4-11, "Mathematical expectation and moments provide characteristics of
distributions of random variables." Not sure what a "mathematical expectation" or
"mathematical moment" is as they were not previously discussed.

18) The point of the second part of the bullet at the bottom of page 4-15 is unclear. There
is a reference to doing a more detailed evaluation that somehow screens results from
further consideration. An example might help illuminate the point being made.

19) On page 4-16, the second paragraph makes reference to "the first point". It is not
clear what the reference is to. Also, the next sentence seems to undermine the
proposed approach by saying that it may not be practical.

20) Section 4.3 this section says "Guidance is provided in this section for the treatment of
parameter uncertainties in comparison of PRA results with acceptance criteria". No
guidance could be found. It talks a lot about different approaches and ends with an
"example" of RG 1.174 using means. If guidance is to be provided, then it should
address when means are not applicable, since all risk-informed applications are
currently based on mean values. Otherwise, this section should be recast as a
description of why the NRC has adopted mean values for decision-making.

21) Section 4 (Parameter Uncertainty) starting on the bottom of Page 4-17, contains the
following remarks regarding the use of the point estimate mean in applications.

"The mean value (or other appropriate point estimate if it can be argued to be close
enough to the mean value) is appropriate for comparing with the acceptance
guidelines.

Consider adding a reference to EPRI Section 2.5.1 for guidance on when the use of
the point estimate mean is acceptable.

22) In Section 5.2.1 there is an apparent expectation that a literature search might be
performed for each application. While EPRI did use general literature on PRA as
input to its bases document, it is impractical to have each licensee perform such a
search.

23) In Table 5-1, the phrase "at least as sound as" included in the "assumptions"
definition may lead to a "literal" interpretation whereas the intent is to limit the
introduction of alternative assumptions to those that have some sound base. It is
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suggested that some examples could be included in Section 5.1 to provide further
guidance.

24-) In Section 5.3, the use of the word "model" may be confusing when identifying
sources of uncertainty during an application; perhaps an example can be provided for
the second paragraph of Section 5.3. The second and third paragraphs in this section
need to provide clarification that other assumptions not identified in the base PRA
model assessment as sources of model. uncertainty may become important in an
application of the model. It shoul d not be limited to just "those sources of model
uncertainty and related assumptions that have been introduced as a consequence of
modifications to or expansions of the PRA model to account for the application." It
could also include simple changes to existing basic event values (e.g. component
reliability values in surveillance test interval change assessments).

25) Consistent with the comment above for Section 5.3, it also not clear in Figure 5-3
how other sources of uncertainty (not sources of 'model' uncertainty from the base
model assessment) get added in for applications. Additionally, it seems more logical
that the top two boxes on each branch should talk about "Base PRA model" and
"Modifications to the PRA Model for the application" rather than "Base PRA
Applications" and "Modifications to the PRA Application"', respectively.

26) Table 5-2, if maintained in the NUREG, needs to be enhanced to characterize the
potential degree of rigor that needs to be applied for each application in the context of
dealing with uncertainty. It is not clear how to apply uncertainty analysis for some of
the applications listed. Table 5-2 might imply that more effort is required than seems
appropriate (i.e., rigorous treatment of uncertainty for all the listed applications).
Uncertainty analysis should be done to a level commensurate with the need.

27) The table below is offered as a potential substitute for Table 5-2.
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Risk-informed Metrics

28) In the discussions provided in Section 5.4, it is observed that the process may be
interpreted to be an exhaustive, top-down approach especially with several instances
where "all" and "must" are included in the discussion. Further clarification should be
provided to replace the instances of "all" and "must" with reference to only those
items identified in Section 5.3 (Step 2).

29) In Section 5.4. 1, a definition of RAW is used that is based on setting a basic event to
TRUE. Since most PRA codes actually compute RAW values setting the basic event
to 1.0, it might be useful to discuss when/how those results might be applicable.

30) In Table 5-3, the use of cross-product "order pairs" is illogical and unnecessary.
There is no reason to believe that a model uncertainty that could impact both the base
and the modified case should be reflected in one case, but not the other. The only
meaningful "order pairs" are those with consistent modeling assumptions. The
incorporation of the cross-products in the discussion should be removed.

3 1) In Section 5.4 (Page 5-18) and in Section 5.5 (Page 5-24), there are statements that
read "... should yield numerous logical groupings ... ".. Depending on the application
and results of the analysis this may or may not be the case. In some cases, only a few,
if any, will have a real cause and effect relationship on the application results. The
word "numerous" should be removed or further clarification should be provided.

32) On page 5-22, Equations 11 and 12 appear to be incorrect. The delta results should
be in one equation and the absolute results in the other.
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33) On page 5-23, Case 2b should be revised to eliminate the example of human errors in
the first paragraph. Setting all human errors to TRUE is not a sensitivity study that
would be expected to be relevant for most applications.

34) On page 5-28 for Case 1c, "If any of the results are unacceptable, then the issue is a
key uncertainty because at least one reasonable model results in an unacceptable
result." Also for Case 1d, "If any of the results are unacceptable, then the logical
grouping must be considered as a key uncertainty because at least one reasonable
model results in an unacceptable result." These seem like circular logic sentences.

35) On page 6-2, "...if the acceptance criteria use CDF, LERF, ACDF, and ALERF, then
the PRA scope must also address these". While ideally this is true, it should not be a
requirement. For example, if the CDF/ ACDF can be shown to be low enough (i.e.,
below the LERF/ ALERF criteria), then explicitly modeling LERF/ ALERF is not
necessary. This is routinely done with screening approaches.

36) On page 6-3, there is a discussion of "types of initiating events". This might be a
another good place to bring "hazard groups" into the document.

37) On Page 6-4, under "Insufficient Scope or Level of Detail", the text seems to say that
bounding analyses are only acceptable if it "... is not a contributor to risk." It seems
more appropriate to put this in the context of the decision. That is, the bounding
analysis must show that it does not impact the decision, not that it does not contribute.
Similarly, in the bullets at the bottom of the page under 6.2, the term "risk estimate"
is used. This should be clarified to be the "risk estimate related to the decision."

38) In Section 6.2 (on pages 6-4 and 6-5), the discussion of bounding vs. screening
analyses could use clarification (Also see comment #3 above). These terms seem to
be used interchangeably, yet they are not the same. Screening should be limited to
"screened from consideration". Bounding means an estimate is provided that is
known to be conservative, but still acceptable. In some cases, the bounding value
may be relevant to the decision-maker. In others, they may be sufficiently small as to
be unimportant.

39) On page 6-8, "Since the performance of a base PRA is a potential application, these
screening criteria are applicable to those applications." This sentence could use
further clarification.

40) On page 7-5, the last paragraph in Section 7.3.1 should be moved up to the beginning
of the section. It provides an important context to the whole section.

41) On page 7-8 in the first two paragraphs of Section 7.3.3.2, the text implies that
adherence to a "bright line" is not necessary. But the implied message is that if you
are close to a "line (e.g., on the green side), the staff may require additional
justification because when accounting for the uncertainty, you may be "over the line"
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onto the white side - this effectively, lowers the value of the "bright line." There is no
positive aspect to this argument ... close to the "line" will also be suspect.

42) On page 7-8, the last paragraph of 7.3.3.2 makes an excellent point. However, it is
not clear how it relates to "Parametric Uncertainty". This paragraph might better fit
in a different section.

43) On page 7-9, in Section 7.3.3.3, the text seems to recognize the "dangers" of adding
risk results from a variety of analyses that may have different levels of details,
different levels of uncertainty, etc. Sensitivity analyses would still be required for
each risk determination, and that absolute summing would be necessary. Further
clarification is needed. See related comment #45 below.

44) Section 7 does not really incorporate the concept of ordered pairs into the decision-
making process. If that concept is to remain in section 5, then it seems appropriate to
describe how those pairs should be interpreted.

45) Section 7 could benefit from some elaboration on how to unravel the contribution of
different hazard groups to overall uncertainty. It may be beneficial, indeed necessary,
to encourage results from different hazard groups to be considered and reported
separately, so that the uncertainties are not blurred together into an integrated result.
This insight can often help decision-makers in determining the best course of action.

The figure below is offered as a possible approach to assessing and reporting
contributors to uncertainty.

Results Interpretation Process
Compute Change in U a

Base Case Risk Metrics

IdentifyyContributingnn
Scenario Characteristics
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Hazard Group
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'Identify & Evaluate L• Identif y Gross-cutting
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Editorial Comments

1) In the acronym list, the definition for SSC should read "Structure, System, or
Component," as this is how SSC is interpreted in the Standard, not requiring the PRA
to account for components, when systems would be the appropriate level of analysis.

2) On page 1-2, "The national consensus standard on PRA requires that sources of
model uncertainty in the base PRA be identified and provides requirements for the
identification and characterization of both parameter and model uncertainties., both
parameter and the model."

The last part of the above sentence doesn't make sense.

3) On page 1-4, "This definition understanding the different forms of uncertainty which
include aleatory and epistemic."

This sentence doesn't make any sense.

4) Section 2 has many internal terminology issues. The terms used in the text don't
match the figures in numerous places.

5) On page 2-1, "This principle in essence is requiring the performance of a risk
assessment demonstrating acceptable risk be performed."

This sentence doesn't make sense.

6) On Page 2-6, the first sentence refers to the focus of Section 3 being on "the role
uncertainties play in the decision process". It is not clear that this is an appropriate
description of Section 3.

7) On Page 2-8, the third sentence needs "...to the decision" added at the end of the
sentence.

8) On page 3-2 there is a reference to ".....an operator to take the appropriate actions to

prevent system damage".

Should this be "failure", instead of "damage"?

9) On page 3-3, in the paragraph on POSs, there is a reference to "equipment
operability". Since operability has a licensing connotation, it might be better to use
"functionality"

10) On page 3-3, the last sentence under POSs could be misleading in the context of risk-
informed applications. Suggest replacing "The risk perspective is based on" with
something like "For some applications, a complete risk perspective must include
consideration of "
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11) On page 3-4, the term "precision" is used. In the context of discussing uncertainty, it
might be better to use a different term. One suggestion is to adopt the concept
defined in the Joint PRA standard: fidelity. This seems to address the "precision"
referred to in the first sentence of the third paragraph and the bullets below.

12) On page 3-5, "Furthermore, at-power PRAs follow the same general process as used
in the analysis of other contributors with regard to screening: low risk sequences canJ

be modeled to a level of detail sufficient to prove they are not important to the
results."

This sentence doesn't seem to make sense.

13) On Page 3-6, "Furthermore, some importance measures can not be added together
from different analyses and thus would require a true integration of the different risk
models in order to evaluate them."

The purpose of this sentence is unclear. First, it seems to contradict the other part of
the paragraph which seems to argue to keep the importance measures separate.
Second, the importance measures that are currently used in risk-informed applications
(FV, RRW, RAW, Birnbaum) are mathematically combinable without "true
integration".

14) On page 3-6, "The outcome of that effort is that more model uncertainties will be
identified and have to evaluated in order to support a risk-informed application."

is missing "be" before "evaluated".

15) On page 4-3, "Probabilities are used only for random quantities, the possible data
values."

Not sure if this sentence is grammatically correct. Maybe need to add "e.g." after
"quantities".

16) On Page 4-3, the footnote refers to an "Appendix X" that does not exist.

17) On page 4-4, PDF is not defined, except in the footnote on page 35.

18) On Page 4-5, under "Other relevant failures" there is a reference to expert judgment
elicitation in Section 4.1.2.

Section 4.1.2 does not appear to discuss expert judgment.

19) On page 4-10, "A "random number seed" or simply "seed" is provided by the analyst
and is the seed to start the random number generator."
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A seed... is the seed... sounds like a circular logic definition.

20) On page 4-13, "When evaluating the PRA model of an specific NPP,..."

"an" should be "a".

21) On page 4-16, the bullet aftthe top says "...and several of these MCSs..."

"Several" seems too precise. Suggest changing to "some".

22) In Section 5, there are many instances where the terminology in the text does not
match the terms used in the figures.

23) On page 5-5, "Characterization of the source of model uncertainty or a related
assumption is a three step (and can be iterative)"

is missing the word "process" after "three step".

24) On page 5-8, "PWR RCP seal LOCA model for Westinghouse plants".

Should be "seals" rather than "plants" since some non-Westinghouse plants use
Westinghouse RCP seals.

25) On page 5-10, "For example, an cumulative objective may be a maximum acceptable
CDF,"

"an" should be "a".

26) On page 5-12 and the bottom of page 5-24, "... that have the potential to impact the
results of the PRA sufficient to impact a decision regarding the application".

Should it be "sufficiently" instead?

27) On page 5-13, "In light of the associated acceptance criteria, or each type of
application and for each class,"

Should the "or" be "for"?

28) On page 5-17, "credit for alternate injection systems (e.g., fire water, service water
cross-tie, CRD)"

It doesn't seem that CRD fits with "alternate injection systems."

29) On page 5-19, Figure 5-5 seems of poor quality (especially the letter "I" in the legend)
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30) On page 5-20, the last row of Table 5-3: "as defined with the jjth basic event
quantified as logical TRUE"

,,jith,, should just be ,jth.

31) On page 5-26, "One example of acommon issue that generally been accepted as
reasonable in the literature"

is missing "has" after "that".

32) On page 5-27, "each of the above four cases for applications involving an cumulative
maximum acceptance criterion."

"an" should be "a".

33) On page 5-30, "If any of the results yield values for the terms in the ordered pairs of
Table 5-2 such that the-plotting of any of the ordered pairs against the acceptance
criteria of Figure 5-5 falls in or close to region I, then the issue is a key uncertainty
because at lest one reasonable model results in an unacceptable result."

"lest" should be "least" and not sure if the sentence (especially the last part) makes
sense.

34) On page 6-4, "if it can be demonstrated that the missing scope or missing of level of
detail does not impact the risk."

remove "of" after the 2nd "missing"

35) On page 7-3, "The first methods, a continuous probability distribution on numerical
results,"

should be "method" (singular)

36) On page 7-4, Figure 7-2 should be. in black and white; it won't print well if it remains
in color.

37) On page 7-6, "a demonstration that the bulk of the contributing scenarios (cut sets or
accident sequences) do not involve"

should be "does not involve"

38) On page 7-7, "Regardless of the level of detail chose, ilf developed in accordance
with the ASME standard,"

typos: "chose" should be "chosen" - "ilf" should be "if"
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